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On 25 May 2019,  and myself excavated under the  house footings to determine 
exactly to what extent the piers and footings were in accordance with the original engineering plans. 
 
 

 gave the following reasons in his decision; 
 
 
Reason 59 
“Clause 43.1 (referring to the building contract for this house) makes it mandatory for the building works to 
comply with: 

1. The Building Code of Australia (to the extent required under the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979, including any regulations or other instrument made under the Act 

2. All other relevant codes, standards and specifications that the building works are required to comply 
with under any law 

3. The conditions of any relevant development consent or complying development certificate” 

Response to Reason 59 
As the GPS logged photos show, the absence of piers and the footing depths being only 200mm deep 
means the footings do not comply with Council’s development approvals, which require them to be in 
accordance with Engineer’s drawings.  
 
I have included a marked up copy of the design engineer’s footing design ( Missing Piers) showing 
locations of proposed piers, which are in fact all missing. 
 
 
Reason 77 
“Section 18B(a) of the Act implied a warranty at the time the contract was signed – ‘that the work will be 
performed in a proper and workmanlike manner and in accordance with the plans and specifications set out 
in the contract’” 
 
Response to point 77 
As the photos show, the absence of piers and the footing depths being only 200mm deep (instead of being 
the specified 250mm depth) means the footings work has not been performed in a proper and workmanlike 
manner. 
 
 
Reason 79 
“The particulars to paragraph 12 on the Points of Claim (by the Owner) raise the following matters: 

1. The site material was incorrectly classified as Class S when the site should have been classified as 
Class H2 

2. The slab and footings system was structurally inadequate to support loads from the dwelling and 
3. The piers to the dwelling if they have been constructed, have failed and do not support the 

structure.” 
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Reason 81 
“I find the matters raised by the Owners in (b) and (c) would, if established, be persuasive evidence that the 
builder breached the warranty in section 18B(a) of the Act.” 
 
Response to Reason 81 
As the photos show, the matters raised by the Owners of there being no piers installed and footings being 
only 200mm deep and not 250mm deep as specified, show there is indeed persuasive evidence that the 
builder breached the warranty in section 18B(a) of the Act.  
 

 conclusions and decision are therefore wrong. 
 
 
Reason 91 
“I find that the owners have not established by evidence that gives me a sense of actual persuasion in 
favour of their contention that the slab and footings system was structurally inadequate to support loads 
from the dwelling.” 
 
Response to Reason 91 
The photos show that the slab and footings system, with no actual piers and only being 200mm deep – 
despite piers and 250mm deep footings being specified by the designing engineer’s drawings – is clearly 
structurally inadequate to support loads from the dwelling.  
 
Indeed, as photos W-15N and W-16N show, there is not even any footing, only a thin layer of brick mortar if 
that, under the engaged brickwork columns at the front of the house, let alone piers under same as 
specified. 
 
 
Reason 93 

 states: “In addition  raises another issue which, if accepted, would establish a breach 
of this warranty. That is, if the footings are only 200mm deep not 250mm deep as shown on the engineer’s 
drawing”. 
 
Response to Reason 92 
Photos W-2N, W-3N, W-4N, W-5N, W-6N, W-7N, W-8N and W-9N clearly show the footings are in fact only 
200mm deep. The locations where these footings depths were measured are marked up on the designing 
engineer’s drawings ( Missing Piers).  
 
There is a clear breach of the warranty. 
 
 
Reason 93 
“  addresses this issue in his September 2016 report. He states that he had an excavation 
undertaken adjacent to the footings at the point where  had nominated a 200mm footing and no 
piers. He also states that he undertook excavations at 4 other locations along the eastern side of the house 
to check footing depths and pier locations. He states that he found minimum footing depths of 250mm and 
maximum depths of 300mm. 
 
Response to Reason 93 
As the photos show,  lied under oath, as did the builder  who also claimed the footings 
were at least 250mm deep as specified. 
 
I will be raising this with the Department of Justice. 
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Reason 94 
“I accept  evidence in connection with issue of footing depth. As a result, I reject  
evidence that footings are only 200mm deep.  indicates that he examined this issue by the 
undertaking of excavations along the eastern side of the house.  evidence was that he dug 
adjacent to the footings and probed with a metal rod. I prefer and accept  evidence since in 
my view he went about the investigation of these issues in a more systematic and careful way.” 
 
Response to Reason 94 
Again, the photos clearly show that the footings are only 200mm deep.  evidence was a lie. 
 
In my 35 years as a consulting structural year, I have maintained an impeccable record and my ethical 
standards are used as an example for others in university ethics courses. I am flabbergasted that  

 would preference the unproven evidence of , who has been previously described as 
very foolish by the Board of Professional Engineers Queensland – a point which was highlighted in the 
NCAT hearing conducted by . 
 
 
Reason 95 
“In addition, witnesses from the  Council were called as witnesses regarding their 
inspections of footings and slab. I find based on their evidence that they checked the footing and piers and 
that the work the builder had carried out in the construction of the footings, piers and slab complied with the 
details shown on the engineer’s drawings. Exhibit E confirms this evidence.” 
 
Response to Reason 95 
The photos show that the witnesses from the  Council were lying on oath. 
 
 
Reason 96 
“I find that the Owners have not established that contrary to the engineer’s drawings the footings were only 
200mm deep”. 
 
Response to Reason 96 
The Owners did in fact obtain expert witness reports and opinion from an experienced engineer with 
specialised structural engineering knowledge and an impeccable record. 
 
 
Reason 99 
“I accept  evidence in connection with issue of the existence of piers. As a result, I reject  

evidence that there is no sign of any piers.  indicated that he examined this issue by 
the undertaking of excavations along the eastern side of the house.  evidence was that he dug 
adjacent to the footings and probed with a metal rod. I prefer and accept  evidence since in 
my view he went about the investigation of this issue in a more systematic and careful way. 
 
 
Response to Reason 99 
Photos W-10N, W-11N, W-12N, W-13N, W-14N, W-15N, W-16N, W-17N, W-18N and W-19N all show that 

 conclusion is based on false evidence provided by . 
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